
ISG Manufacturing 
N95 Mask Covering 
 
These instructions provide a simple procedure to manufacture a cloth cover for the ISG N95 mask. This procedure 
works for both the rigid 3D printed mask and the more flexible extruded mask. The fabric cover is NOT intended 
to enhance the filtering properties of the masks and serves only to soften the appearance of the mask and to protect 
it from surface sprays. Fabrics suitable for use should have a weight similar to that used in blouses or shirts. Some 
fabrics may require washing before use to reduce the odors produced by dyes used in their production since many 
of these emissions will not be removed by the N95 filter. 
The instructions require the user to have access to a basic sewing machine but do not require significant sewing 
experience. The materials required to make the masks include the following: 

• Two pieces of fabric approximately 5” by 8” and coordinating thread. 
• Four stick-on Velcro “fuzz” spots for attachment to the mask itself, and 
• Three sew-on Velcro “hook” strips for attachment to the fabric cover. 

Once familiar with the fabrication, these masks can be made in approximately 45 minutes each. 
 
Step One Cut the two mask halves out using the attached pattern. I transfer this pattern to a file folder heavy 

paper to make tracing easier. When fabrics having a distinct print are used, the two halves should be 
mirror images of each other – mark the pattern with an “X” and flip it over after cutting out the first 
mask half. The required fabric measures 5” x 15”. 

 
Step Two Place the two halves together with the final inside out. Sew the two halves together along seam line 1 

shown on the pattern. I pin the halves together and mark the edge fold lines. 



 
 
Step Three The dotted line 2 shown on the pattern is the fold line for the edge of the fabric to prevent raveling 

of the fabric. The simplest way to make this edge is to fold the edge fabric to the inside of the mask 
a long this line while simultaneously ironing the flap – you’ll appreciate this step when we seam this 
fold. Next, sew the edge flap with a seam approximately in the middle of the flap. Continue the edge 
seam around the full perimeter of the mask.  

 
Step Four The two solid lines marked 3 define the two pleats that shape the lower half of the fabric cover. 

From the inside of the cover, pin each pleat so that the pattern lines are together. I iron the pleat but 
that is not required. Next run a seam over the lines to form each pleat. Leave these pleats in-place as 
they provide a pathway for air to reach the N95 filter without passing through the cover fabric. 

 
 
 



Step Five Apply four of the stick-on Velcro “fuzz” dots to the mask: two above the upper mask strap 
attachment points and one immediately above each of the lower mask strap attachment points. Next 
place the cover over the mask and mark the center of each Velcro dot on the cover. Finally, sew 
three Velcro “hook” strips to the inside of the fabric cover at each of the Velcro “fuzz” locations 
marked above. The top strip is about 2 ½” long, bridges the nose, and covers the two nose “fuzz” 
dots. The lower strips are 1” long and just above the darts. 

 
The final cover in place should look like this: 

 
Multiple covers can be made for a mask using the same “fuzz” dots on the mask for all covers. Place the cover on 
the mask without the N95 filter in place and test for both odors and free breathability. Some fabrics may require 
washing before use. 
  



 

ISG K95 Mask Fabric Cover Pattern 


